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ON THE DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS

OF THE FINITE GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS1

BY

RICHARD DIPPER

Abstract. Let G = GL„(q). q a prime power, and let r be an odd prime not

dividing q. Let s be a semisimple element of G of order prime to r and assume that r

divides <7dc&|Al - 1 for all elementary divisors A of s. Relating representations of

certain Hecke algebras over symmetric groups with those of G, we derive a full

classification of all modular irreducible modules in the r-block B, of G with

semisimple part s. The decomposition matrix D of Bs may be partly described in

terms of the decomposition matrices of the symmetric groups corresponding to the

Hecke algebras above. Moreover D is lower unitriangular. This applies in particular

to all /--blocks of G if r divides q - 1. Thus, in this case, the /--decomposition matrix

of G is lower unitriangular.

Introduction. The modular representation theory of finite groups of Lie type

defined over a field of characteristic p is naturally divided into the cases of equal

characteristic r = p and unequal characteristic r =£ p. This paper begins the study of

decomposition numbers in the unequal characteristic case of the finite general linear

groups when r > 2.

Let G be the full linear group of degree n over G¥(q) and 2 # r be a prime not

dividing q. Let s G G be semisimple and consider the geometric conjugacy class (s)G

of irreducible characters corresponding to the G-conjugacy class of s. Using basic

properties of the Deligne-Lusztig operators introduced in [7] we will determine a

parabolic subgroup P = Ps of G and a cuspidal irreducible character of x of P such

that (s)G is just the set of constituents of xc, the induced character. Let {R, R, K}

be an /--modular system for G and M a AfP-module affording x- Then EndKG(Mc) is

called the Hecke algebra of M (compare [5]) and has been calculated in a more

general context by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12]. It turns out that

End^c(MG) = K[W], the Hecke algebra of W, where W= Ws denotes the Weyl

group of Cc(s) (the centralizer of s in G) (compare [1, 2, 4, 13]). In particular, K[W]

has a basis {Tw\w g W) such that the structure constants of the multiplication are

all contained in R c K. So let R[W] be the Ä-order in K[W] generated by

[TJw g W) and R[W] = R®R R[W]. Choosing a special /^-lattice S in M, and

using the classification of the /--blocks of RG given by P. Fong and B. Srinivasan in
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their fundamental paper [9], we will show that End-RG(RSG) = R[W] for every

choice of R g {R, R, K} if s g G satisfies certain conditions (Hypothesis 2.4),

which are fulfilled, in particular, if the order of s is prime to r. This generalizes parts

of [12]. We define a certain subalgebra A of RG, which does not arise from a

subgroup of G, and which will play the role of an inertia algebra of S in G. Using

this algebra we will prove a homological lemma of Clifford type (Lemma 3.7), which

enables us to connect the submodule structure of SG and Ä[W]. It is a well-known

theorem that K[W] = KW, the usual group algebra of W over K. This does not

remain true, in general, if we replace Af by R or R. But there is an important special

case where R[W] s RW canonically, namely if r divides qdc% A-l for all elementary

divisors of s, and we may apply then the known facts of the representation theory of

symmetric groups.

Thus let s be a semisimple /-'-element of G and assume that r divides gdegA-l for

all elementary divisors A of s. By [9] there is just one r-block B of RG with

semisimple part s and the union of the geometric conjugacy classes (sy)G, where y

runs through a Sylow /--subgroup D of CG(s), is just the set of irreducible characters

in B. Note that r divides qáe&T - 1 for all elementary divisors T of sy, too. We define

a sequence 1 = yx,...,ykin D such that t¡ = sy¡ satisfies Hypothesis 2.4, so we may

apply the results of §§3 and 4 to the geometric classes (¡,)c. This leads to a full

classification of the irreducible ÄG-modules contained in B. We obtain parts of the

decomposition matrix of B in terms of the decomposition matrices of Wt (1 < i < k),

the Weyl group of Cc(t¡). In particular, we show that the irreducible characters and

irreducible Brauer characters in B may be ordered such that the decomposition

matrix of B has generalized lower triangular form with one's in the main diagonal, a

fact known for the decomposition matrices of symmetric groups. As a corollary we

get that a cuspidal irreducible character is an irreducible Brauer character if it is

restricted to the set of r '-elements of G for all primes r which divide q — 1. In fact, it

seems to be likely that this holds in general.

Throughout this paper we will use the standard notation Z, R, etc. for the integers,

real numbers respectively. If not stated otherwise, all occurring modules are finitely

generated right modules. All rings are Ä-free, finite dimensional Ä-algebras for some

domain R. For an Ä-algebra A and an A -module M, we denote the Jacobson radical

of M by J(M). The factor module M/J(M) is called the head of M.

The author is very indebted to P. Fong and B. Srinivasan for many helpful

suggestions and discussions.

1. First let us fix some notation. Throughout this paper let «7 be a power of some

fixed prime p. Let F = GF(q) be the finite field with q elements and G = GLn(q)

the full linear group of degree n over F for a fixed natural number n. Let R be a

discrete rank one valuation ring with maximal ideal J(R) (the Jacobson radical of

R), and assume that the quotient field Af of R has characteristic zero, and R =

R/J(R) is a field of characteristic r > 0 for some odd prime r + p. For an

Ä-module V we will write RV or V for R ®RV = V/J(R)V, and KV for K ®RV.

Furthermore, we will choose R such that K and R are both splitting fields for all

subgroups of G.
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Next we will describe briefly the semisimple conjugacy classes and the irreducible

characters of G, where we mostly adopt the notation of [9].

So let X be an indeterminant and let & be the set of monic irreducible polynomi-

als in X over F, different from the polynomial p( X) = X. For A g J^, s g G and

k g N let deg A be the degree of A, k(A) g GlA.deg K(q) the matrix direct sum of k

copies of the companion matrix of A and mA(s) the multiplicity of A as elementary

divisor of s. If s G G is semisimple, all elementary divisors of í are contained in ß',

hence s is conjugate in G to Y[Ke^mK(s)(k), where FI stands for matrix direct sum,

and factors of multiplicity zero have to be dropped. This is just the rational

canonical form of 5 and is uniquely determined up to the order of the factors. So let

us make the following convention: First we order J^ to tally such that deg A < deg T

(A, T g Jf) implies A < F. All occurring products will be taken in this fixed order,

and, in the following, FI, L, U, etc. always mean llAej¡r, £A<Ejr, UA(EJF, etc. With this

convention

{ n*A(A)|0 < kA g N,EA:A • deg A = n)

is a full set of representatives of semisimple conjugacy classes of G. For semisimple

s = rimA(î)(A) in G, the centralizer CG(s) of i in G is given by

Cc(,) = nGLmA(j)(^A),

where we identify GF(<¡rdeg A) with the subring of the (deg A X deg A)-matrix ring

over F generated by F and ( A ).

For the notation of maximal tori, regular, parabolic and Levi subgroups we refer

to [15]. In particular, recall that the set of all diagonal matrices in G is a maximal

torus of G, the standard split torus T0. The Weyl group WG = W0 of G is defined to

be NG(T0)/T0, where NG(T0) denotes the normalizer of 7f0 in G. In the following, we

identify always W0 with the subgroup of all permutation matrices in G, which is

canonically isomorphic to Sn, the symmetric group on n letters (permuting the

natural basis of the natural module for G). The G-conjugacy classes of maximal tori

are in bijection with the conjugacy classes of W0, hence with partitions of n. More

precisely, to the partition X = (V1,.. .,nr") of n we may construct a representative Tx

of the corresponding G-conjugacy class of maximal tori in the following way: First,

for 1 < i < n choose an irreducible polynomial A g ^"whose roots generate GY(q')

over F = G¥(q). Then, as above, F and (A) generate a subalgebra F¡ of the

/ X /-matrix over & isomorphic to GF(<7')- Now define Tx = (F*)r- X • • • X(Fx*)ri

< G (matrix direct sum), where F* denotes the multiplicative group of Ft (1 < i < n).

In particular T0 = Tx for X = (1"). A maximal torus corresponding to X = (n) is

called a Coxeter torus. If Tis a maximal torus of G, the Weyl group W(T) = WG(T)

of T (in G) is defined to be NG(T)/T. If T corresponds to X = (A, > X2 > •• • >

Xk), then W(T) is isomophic to Cw(wx), the centralizer of wx g W0= Wg(Tq) in

WQ, wx = wx ■ ■ • wk, where w¡ g W0 is defined to be the cycle (■/: + 1, • • ■ ,ji+1) in

W withy1, = E'~}iXm. Of course CWo(wx) is the semidirect product of IT//c=1(h';) and

Wx = SrX ■ ■ ■ XS^A = (Xx > ■ ■ ■ >Xk) = (V-,.. .,nr»)), generated by the involutions
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Ui + 1. Jm+i + !)••• (yl+1, 7„, + i)» where 1 <i,m <k are such that X, = Am. If

T = Tx is constructed as above, then it can easily be seen that T has a complement

in NG(T) < G which is the semidirect product of a subgroup of Y\f^x GL^(q)r' < G

isomorphic to Yliml(w¡) by Wj (in fact conjugate to nf=1(n',> in GL„(<7"!) > G for a

suitable m G N). Of course NG(T)/T is isomorphic to this complement. Abusing

notation, we call this complement Weyl group of T, too. In addition, throughout this

paper, WG(T) always denotes the complement of 7f in NG(T), whereas we shall

denote the Weyl group of T in G in the original sense by NG(T)/T. So WC(T) < G.

Note in particular that WQ = WG(T0) is the set of permutation matrices in G.

Now let L be a regular subgroup of G. Let Rf be the additive operator from X(L)

to X(G) defined in the Deligne-Lusztig theory, where X(L) and X(G) are the

character rings of L and G respectively over Af, following the notation used in [9]

(there is no harm in replacing the algebraically closed field in [9] by Äf). For the

definition and basic properties of these operators we refer to [15].

In [10] J. A. Green has classified the irreducible characters of G. In the Deligne-

Lusztig theory these are parametrized by G-conjugacy classes of pairs (s, ¡u) where

í g G is semisimple and ¡u = Y\riA (cartesian product), with jtiA a partition of mA(s).

So for semisimple s in G, let Ms be the set of all such products of partitions of

mA(s). The corresponding character of G will be denoted by \    .

In [9] P. Fong and B. Srinivasan have classified the blocks of RG with their defect

groups. Furthermore, they determined for each /--block the characters contained in

it. Following the notation introduced in [9] we have a bijecton B -> BsX between the

blocks B of RG and G-conjugacy classes (sG, X) of pairs (s, X), where i is a

semisimple /-'-element of G and À the unipotent factor of B as defined in [9]. X can

be derived from elements of Ms in terms of hooks and cores. We will need the

following special case. Let AeFbe such that deg A = n and all roots of A have

order prime to r. Then i = (A)e Gisa semisimple /-'-element. It can easily be seen

that there is just one possible unipotent factor associated with s, say X, and we may

write Bs = Bs x. Furthermore, it follows from [9] that Bs is a block with cyclic defect

group and inertial index one. So there is just one irreducible ÄG-module M in Bs,

and every irreducible ÄTG-module in Bs, when reduced modulo r, is isomorphic to M.

Note that all definitions and formulas above (and the following as well) may easily

be generalized to finite direct products of finite full linear groups.

Now let 5 g G be semisimple, and consider L0 = CG(s). The center of L0 is

isomorphic to the multiplicative group of linear characters of L0, and this isomor-

phism may be chosen such that sg = sg for all g G NG(L0), where the linear

character corresponding to s will be denoted by s.

LQ is conjugate in G to TlGLm^s)(qde& A). In particular, the Weyl group WLç> =

Ws = W of L0 is isomorphic to nSm (s). Consequently, the L0-conjugacy classes of

maximal tori of L0 correspond bijectively to Ms. For ¡x = Y\¡xA G Ms define the

partition ß of n in the following way: First, for A g <F, ¡xx = (l*1,2k\... ), define the

partition deg A • /xA of deg A • mA(s) setting

degA-,iA=((degA)\(2degA)A\...).
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Let r¡ x be the exponent of /' in deg A • /iA for 1 < / < deg A • mA(s), and r, A = 0

for deg A • mA(s) + 1 < i < n. Set r¡ = Er, A, and define jx setting jx:= (V1,... ,nr").

It can easily be seen that a maximal torus of L0 corresponding to ¡u g Ms is also a

maximal torus of G, contained in the G-conjugacy class of maximal tori of G

corresponding to jû. The map - : ¡x -» jü is not injective in general (i.e. there are

maximal tori in L0, which are not conjugate in L0 but in G), but if ju = n(lmA<i>) g

Ms,v g Ms and p # v, then ¡x ¥= v. In other words, the maximal split torus T = Ts

( = T) of L0 is not conjugate in G to T~.

It is well known (see e.g. [15]) that there is a bijection between the set of all

irreducible characters of W = Ws and Ms, and between the set of conjugacy classes

of W and Ms as well. So, for ¡u, X g Ms, let <K(A) be the value of the irreducible

character of W corresponding to \x on the conjugacy class of W corresponding to À.

Furthermore, let X be the number of elements in this class. Finally denote the

restriction of s to 71, \x g Ms, again by s. Now define the generalized character x1'*1

of G by

X-~   I  W(X)RGn(s).
I     I XeM,

Then xv,t is up to sign the irreducible character x,^ of G (see e.g. [9, 1.18]).

Note that we may replace s by s8 = g~lsg for g g G. So we may assume in the

following that s is given in the rational canonical form. In particular, 5 g T,

L„ = CG(s) = nGL„Mj)(4de8A) < G canonically, and W = Ws < W0.

Proof. Let (-,-) = (-, -)c be the usual scalar product in X(G). By the orthogonal-

ity relations for the Deligne-Lusztig operators (see e.g. [9,1.6]) the following holds:

(&%(§), R'f(s)) = 0   îorU(lm^s)) # X g Ms,

and

(RcT(s), RcT(s)) =\ciVtiiT)(s)\ = \ciVam(s)\ = \rV\-,

for, since T is abelian and s g T,

Q(,-<n/r(s) s CWc(n(í)/r= (NC(T) n Cc(i))/T = NLl[T)/Ts w.

Consequently

(x'^^^HlFf1   I  XV(X){RGx(s),RG(s))
\eMs

= \W\-l4>»(l)(RGT(S), RG(s)) = *"(1).

Now E^e^i^^l))2 = |PF|. This proves the lemma.   D

Now let L = Ls = FI (GLdeg A(^))"'A<J!), embedded in G in the obvious way. Then

j G L, in fact the standard split torus T = T5 of L0 (which contains s) is a Coxeter

torus of L and C7(s) = L n L0 = T. Of course, L is a Levi complement of some

parabolic subgroup P = LU with Levi kernel U = Us, and we can choose P = LUQ,
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where U0 denotes the subgroup of all unipotent upper triangular matrices in G.

Every L-module M (over R, R or K) may be considered as P-module via the

epimorphism P -> L. The corresponding P-module will be denoted by M. Similarly,

for a character x of L let x be the pull back of x to P. Furthermore, if H < G and if

M is an //-module, N a G-module, let Mc be the induced and NH the restricted

module.

1.2 Lemma. Rg(s) = (Rt-(s))g.

Proof. [15, 6.24].

1.3. Lemma. Rf(s) is up to sign an irreducible cuspidal character of L.

Proof. Cc(s) n WL(T) < L n L0 = T, hence the centralizer of s (therefore of s

too) in NL(T)/T is trivial, i.e. s is a regular character of T < L. So ±RF(S) is

irreducible by [15, 6.19]. Of course (RF($), Rf(0))L = 0 for every maximal torus f

of L not conjugate to T — Ts in L [15, 6.14], and for any character 0 of f. So

+ /?£(■*)is cuspidal by [15, 6.25].    D

Next let L(A)=GL¿ A(q) (Ae^); thus L = UL(A)m^\ Let s =

ïlmA(s)(A), S = n(Ap* (tensor product), and T = UT(A)m^s) be the corre-

sponding decompositions of s, s and Ts= T respectively. Then T(A) is a Coxeter

torus of L(A) and CL(A)((A)) = T(A). Applying 1.3 to L(A) we conclude that

RF\A\((A)) is up to sign an irreducible character of L(A). Let 5(A) be an

RL( A)-lattice in the irreducible AfL(A)-module affording this irreducible character,

and set S0 = US( A)m*(i) (tensor product).

1.4. Lemma. KS0 is an irreducible KL-module. The character afforded by KS0 is up to

signR^s).

Proof. Note first that by the choice of the isomorphism between the center of

L0 = CG(s) and the multiplicative group of linear characters of L0, in fact s =

n( A) .As an easy consequence from the Kiinneth formula for 1-adic cohomol-

ogy (see e.g. [15, 5.9]) we now get that

RLT(s) = n(R^A]{(A~)))m"(s).

Now the lemma follows easily from 1.3.   D

Let 5 = S0, i.e. the pull back of S0 to P. Then 1.1,1.2 and 1.4 imply

1.5. Lemma. KSg = L^M ^(l)^, where N^, p g Ms, is an irreducible KG-module

affording x s.u.-

In particular, counting multiplicities, this implies the following well-known

corollary.

1.6. Corollary. The endomorphism ring EndKC(KSG) of KSG is isomorphic to the

group algebra KWS.

Throughout this paper we will keep the notation introduced above. In particular,

s g G will always denote a semisimple element of G, given in the rational canonical
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form, and Ms, W = Ws, T = Ts, L = Ls, P = Ps = LU, U = Us and S will be

defined as above. If necessary, we will use the index s. Furthermore let b = bs be the

block of RP containing S and e = es the block idempotent of b. By general

arguments (see e.g. [8, 4.3]), the blocks of RL are just those blocks of RP which

contain U in their kernel, because U is a normal /-'-subgroup of P. In particular, U is

in the kernel of b and all irreducible AfP-modules in b contain U in their kernel. So

we may consider b as the block of RL and decompose it in b = Y\bA a(í) correspond-

ing to the decomposition of L. If e0 is the block idempotent of b considered as the

block of RL, then e = e0f with f = fs = |i/|_1E„e{/M. Note that / g RG for every

choice of R G {R, R,K).

2. For the moment we will assume in addition that the order of s G G is prime to

r. For A G .^consider the block bAof L(A). As remarked in the first section there is

just one block, namely bA, of RL(A) with semisimple part (A) g L(A), because

there is only one possible unipotent factor associated with ( A ). Furthermore, bA has

cyclic defect group and inertial index 1, so 5(A) = RS(A) is the unique irreducible

RL( A)-module in bA. This implies immediately

2.1. Lemma. Let N be an irreducible KP-module in b, and Sx and RP-lattice in N.

Then Sx = RSX = RS, and RS is the unique irreducible RP-module in b.

Recall that the set of characters xf,M, where / is a fixed semisimple element of G

and p runs through Mt, is called the geometric conjugacy class corresponding to t

and is denoted by (/)c. Assume that x e (f)L and x g b. Then [9, 7A] implies in

particular that t = sy, for some /--element^ G Ts. So we conclude

2.2. Lemma. Let ip be an irreducible character of P contained in b. Then \p = x for

some x g (sy)L and some r-element y g T.

2.3. Lemma. Let V be an irreducible KP-module contained in b. Assume that V

occurs as the constituent of KSG. Then V = KS.

Proof. Let \p be the character afforded by V. Then, by 2.2, \¡/ = x and x e (sy)L

for somejj G T. Let t — sy. Then CL(t) = CL(s) = T. In particular, CL(t) is a direct

product of multiplicative groups of fields, so, considered as a product of linear

groups, its Weyl group is trivial, and (t)L contains only one element, namely x-

Therefore x = ±RjO\ and bv t15> 6-24], tyG = ±R%(t). Obviously the multiplicity

of Fin KSG is just |(^, RG(s))P\. By Frobenius reciprocity and [15, 6.24],

(*, RG(s))p = (xc, RGT(s))G = ±(RGT(t), RG(s)) = |{ g G NG(T)/T\t* = s}\.

Now, if v =£ 1, the orders of s and t are different and they cannot be conjugate by an

element of NC(T)/T. Thus v = 1, that is t = s and x G (s)L- Because (s)L contains

exactly one element, namely the character afforded by KS, we conclude V = KS as

desired.    D

Now let j G G be again an arbitrary semisimple element.

2.4. Hypothesis. Assume that s satisfies the following conditions:

(i) RS is an irreducible RP-module.

(ii) Let F G b be an irreducible constituent of KSF. Then V = KS.
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We have seen in 2.1 and 2.3 that s g G satisfies 2.4 as long as its order is prime to

/-. So the results of the following sections are always true in this case, but we will

need it also for some special elements of the form sy, where s is a semisimple

/•'-element of G and y is an r-element of CG(s). We have to verify 2.4 in these cases.

We will prove later that (i) is always true if r divides q — 1; in fact, it seems to be

true in general, whereas (ii) is not satisfied by all semisimple elements of G.

3. Let s g G be semisimple, given in the rational canonical form, and assume 2.4.

Now W, permuting the equal factors of s = llmA(s)( A), normalizes L. On the other

hand in W < L n CG(s) = T, W D T= (1) implies that H = LW < G is a semi-

direct product.

Let R& {R,R,K}. Recall that RSQ = nRS(A)m^s). Now w g W acts as per-

mutation on the factors of RS(A)m"U) for each Aef. So RS£ = RS0 for all

w G W, and obviously the ÄL-isomorphisms ty. RSq -* RS0 (considered as ele-

ments of End¿(AS0)) may be chosen such that twtw> = tWM> for all w, w' g W. In

other words, in the language of stable Clifford theory (see e.g. [6]), End-rh(RSq) =

R W ( = R(H/L)) canonically.

In this section we will give a presentation of End¿ (RSG). For R = K this has

been done by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12] in a more general situation.

They proved in particular that End KG(KSG) is the Hecke algebra /t[WJ (later we

will give a concrete description of this algebra). This will be generalized to arbitrary

R g {R, R, K }. But first we have to describe Sjf.

Consider WL, the Weyl group of L. Note that W, < W0. By [2, Chapter IV, 2.5]

there exists a bijection between the double cosets of WL in W0 and the double cosets

of P in G given by WLw WL -» PwP ( w G W0).

3.1. Lemma. Let w, w' g W. Then w' g PwP if and only ifw = w'.

Proof. By the above it is enough to prove w' g W¡wWl, if and only if w = w'.

Considering W as a symmetric group WL becomes a Young subgroup of W and the

lemma follows from the well-known description of the double cosets of Young

subgroups of symmetric groups.    D

Next we want to decompose the double coset PwP (w ^ W) into right cosets of P

in G. So let V0 < G be the subgroup of G of all unipotent, lower triangular matrices,

and set, for w e W0, l/w" = V<?~' n U0 and t/H+ = U0 n U0W. It is well known that

l/0 = l7„+ Uy and i/„+ n Uy = (1). Let B < G be the group of all upper triangular

matrices in G (Borel subgroup of G). Then every element of BwB c G may be

uniquely written as gwu with g g j5 and w g Í/Mf (the Bruhat decomposition). So

BwB is the disjoint union OuŒU-Bwu. Now let in particular w g Ws. Then i/L =

L n Í70 is contained in U*, because w permutes the factors of U¡. Of course

£/0 = £/,_ • £/, hence Uy c Í/. Therefore

PwP = PwLU = Pwi/ = PwUy=   U Pwm.
«et/;

Let m,, w2 g LTf and assume wux g Pwu2. Then w«! = u3xwu2 for some x g L and

u3 g (7. By the Bruhat decomposition for L there exists g g B n L, w, g Wl and
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«4 g U, n Uy such that x = gwxu4. Now w4 g f/¿ c f/J", so wux = u3gwxwu5u2

with u, = uj e fi, hence wux g fiwjU'fi forcing w, = 1. Thus x g fi, and again by

the Bruhat decomposition u2x = 1 and ux = u2. We have shown

3.2. Lemma. PwP = (Ju(¡u-Pwu (disjoint union) (w g Ws).

We still need

3.3. Lemma. Let V be a free finitely generated R-module with basis {v¡\i g /} for

some index set I. Let J, (t G S~) be a family of pairwise disjoint subsets of I,

x, = T.¡sjVj. Then the sum JLte^-x,R is direct and has an R-complement in V.

Proof. Obvious.   D

Remember that/= \U\~lLueUu. Let R g [R, R, K). Then

3.4. Lemma. RSgp = E®eW,(ÄS 8 1)/W/® RSG(1 - e).

Proof. RSg = Y.RS »gas a Ä-space, where g runs through a system of right

coset representatives of P in G, which we may choose such that it contains

{wu\w G W, u g Uy) by 3.2. Therefore LwŒW(RS 9 l)fwf + RSG(1 - e) < RSG.

Note that f = frj- (welV) with £ = |i/w+n l^E.««^« and fy =

\U'\-llLueU-u, because t/= (t/„+ n {/)£/;. Furthermore «""' eí/ní/J for w g

Í/ n 17+, hence

(5 9 1)/m/- 5 ® h/= 5 ® w/:/; = 5 ® m/w- = 5 ®^ÍC,

where wi7Hf = E„e(y:wM. Choosing an fi-basis of S and applying 3.3 we conclude

that the sum T.weW(S ® l)fwf is direct and has an fi-module complement in SG.

Furthermore (S ® l)fwf = Sw s 5 as an L-module, because g g L commutes with

/, and S is trivial as a ¿/-module, hence (S ® l)fwf = S as a fi-module. Of course

Swe^(S 9 l)fwf< SG ■ e, thus the sum X = LweW(S 9 l)fwf + SG(\ - e) < SG
is direct, and, by the above, has an fi-complement in SG. Of courses this is a

decomposition of I as a /"-module. From 2.4 and the Frobenius reciprocity it

follows that KSGp = \W\ ■ KS © V, where the constituents of Fare not contained in

b, i.e. V = KSG(1 - e). Thus X is an fiG-lattice in KSG, hence, counting fi-rank,

X = SG. Tensoring by R we get the desired result.   D

Recall the definition of tw g End^S) (w g W). Define Aw g Hom^S, SG) by

¿Á*) = K(S)®M- Then, by 3.4, [AJw g W) is an fi-basis of UomRP(S, SG).

By the Nakayama relations every Aw, w g W, induces an element BK g EndRG(5c)

defined by Bw(s 9 g) = Aw(s)g for all g g G. Note that for w = 1 g W, Bw = Bx

= 1 g EndRC(5c). Consider AfSc and extend Bw to an endomorphism of KSG also

denoted by Bw (= 1 ® Bw). It can easily be seen that our definition of Bw coincides

with the one given in [12, 3.8].

Remember that Cc(s) = FIGL mA(s)(qdeiA) < G, W = WCo(s). Let W = Y\W(A)

be the corresponding decomposition of W, where we may consider W(A) as the

symmetric group S„1aU) permuting the natural basis of the vector space

(GF(<7de«A))mA<i) over GF(<?deêA). Let ¿T(A) be the set of basic transpositions in

W(A) (that is the permutation matrices corresponding to the transpositions of the
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form (/, i + 1) in Sm/iU), 1 < / < mA(s) - 1). Then T= U^"(A) generates IF,

where the union has to be taken over all A g J5". Furthermore, for w g h/ let lt(w)

denote as usual the number of factors in a reduced (i.e. minimal) expression of w as

product of basic transpositions, and note that lt(w) is uniquely determined.

The following lemma has been proved by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12]

considering Bw (w g W) as element of EndKG(KSG) in a more general context. We

will give here a more simple proof of it (corresponding to the more simple situation),

since we will need parts of the proof later on.

3.5. Lemma. Let A g 3F, deg A = d, v g ST( A) and w g W. Then

B       (Bm iflt(vw)>U(w),

\q-c,1Bn. + ßBK otherwise,

with ß = eqd{í,-l)/2-J\qd - 1), where e = 1 if the order of (A) G L(A) ¿s odd and

e = -1 otherwise.

Proof. It is enough to calculate BvBw(m 9 1) g Sg for m g 5. Now

BL,BK(m ® 1) = tvtK(m) 9 fvffwf = tL,w(m) 9fvfwf.

Recall from 3.4 the definition of/(,~,/(+ and note that/ = f*fy. Thus

frfwf = frfy wf = | uy |     £  fvuwf.
ueu~

As an easy consequence of [3, 2.5.8] we get lt0(tw) = lt0(f) + lt0(w) if lt(i;w) >

lt(vv), i.e. lt(vw) = lt(w) + 1, where lt0: W0 -» N denotes the length function on WQ,

the Weyl group of G. Thus [3, 7.2.1] implies Uy < i/„+, hence fvfywf = fvwf and

B,.BK(m 9 1) = tllw(m) 9 fvwf = Bt,K(m 9 1) if lt(tw) > In», as desired. So we

may assume that lt(uw) < lt(w), i.e. lt(t;w) = lt(vv) — 1. By the above, using induc-

tion on the length of w, we may assume that w = v.

Now let D c WQ be a set of representatives of double cosets of P containing W

(3.1). Then SGP = LxeDSx, with Sx = (S 9 x)x-iPxnPp by Mackey's decomposition

theorem. For xeZ)set<j, = ^■ueu,.rui<<=Pxpfvuvf- Then m 9 ax g Sxj in particular,

ElED,Iil(,m ® av g SG(1 - e), since Sx C Sc(l - e) for x e /), x í W by 3.4.

Furthermore, EveW,/n 9 ax g 5c • e, again by 3.4. Now

B;(m 9 1) = \Uy\~   ¿Z m 9 ax =\ÜV~\'   £ m ® «, +1^,1'        L      w ® av
jefl ven/ xeD.xGtV

Since B¿(Sce) = (fi(2(SG))e < 5ce we conclude that

£      m ® avG Scen Sc(l - e) = (0).

In particular, a = E,eD xmwax annihilates the P-submodule SGe of SG and

fi,2(w ® 1) =\Uyf £ m9 ax.

Thus assume that umd g PxP with x e W. Let o = », • • • üÄ be a reduced

expression for t; as element of WQ. By [3, 8.1.5] vuv g fiyfi ç fivfi, y e W, where a

reduced expression of _v as element of 1F0 involves only basic transpositions vi g IF0,
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1 < i < k. By [2, Chapter IV, 2.5] WLxWL = WLyWL, and we conclude x = v or

x = 1. Now

IE.

vuv
E     0
A     E.

■E)

for a certain (d X ¿/)-matrix ^4, where £ denotes the (d X c/)-identity matrix. A

quick calculation shows that vuv g PuP if and only if A is invertible, and then

vuv = u'sAvu' with

u  =
E    A~l

0       E

and

£/

Of course vuv g P • 1 • P = P if and only if A = 0, i.e. » = 1.

Summarizing we get

Bt(m 9 1) = v(m) ® /«/*>/ = |Uy |" (iw ® 1) +117/1" / ®/b/

withr = E/)eGM<7)wi/<.

For an arbitrary finite group G and an irreducible representation T: G -* GL(F)

over C, the well-known formula

IGII'^r'Mi)»^
#eG

dimF'

where GL(F) 3 (f,7(g)) = T(g) for g G G, implies immediately that

gee y,j lgeC '

Ä^^M^Ä'*^
for all elements e¡, ek of the natural basis of V, hence

£ ^(g"1) ®ci>2T(g) -
«eC

dimF 2       C    1
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for all vx, v2 g V.2 Applying this to our situation, replacing C by Af and V by the

irreducible fiL(A)-lattice 5(A), we easily get t = e\L(A)\tv(m)/dimS(A), ob-

serving that m(A) ■ A = em(A) for A = -E by [15, 6.8]. By [15, 6.21] dim S(A) =

\L( A)\/\UL(A)\\T(A)\, where UL(A) is the subgroup of all upper triangular unipotent

matricesof L(A). Now|i/„-| = qd\\UL(A)\ = q^-^1 and\T(A)\ = qd - 1. Thus

B2(m 9 1) = q-d\m 9 1) + eqd{d-l)/2~d\qd - l)tv(m) 9 fvf

= q~d\m 9 1) + ßBr(m 9 1)

for all m g S, hence B2 = q~d~ + ßBv as desired.    D

As an immediate consequence from the proof above we get

Corollary. Let wx, w2 g W. Then fwxfw2f = Ew6 wrwfwf + a for certain rw g RL,

where a G RG annhilates SG ■ e C SG.

Now, forAeJ,t)G -T(A), d = deg A and w g IF define Tv = Eqd(d+l)/2Bv g

EndRC(5c) and Tw = Tv - • • Tv if w = vl • • • vk is a reduced expression for w. By

the above TK, = g"1/^. for a certain m g N. Of course, by 3.4, {Tw\w G IF J ¿s a basis

of End«c(fiSc) for Äe{Ä,ÄJ}, denoting 1 9 Tw <= R 9REndRG(SG) again by

T„. Furthermore, by 3.5, T„ ■ Tw = Tvw, if h(vw) > lt(vv) and TVT„ = qdTvw +

(qd - l)rM. otherwise, where v, w G IF as in 3.5. For an arbitrary commutative ring

R (with 1) let R[W] be the fi-free fi-algebra with basis {TJw g IF}, where the

multiplication is induced by the relations above. We will see later that R[W] is an

associative fi-algebra for every choice of R. Of course fi[JF] = R 9RR[W] and

Af [W] = Af 9R R[W] canonically, thus we have shown, generalizing [12] partially:

3.6. Theorem. Let s g G be semisimple satisfying 2.4. Then EndRG(RSG) = R[W]

= R ■ End RG(SG) for every choice ofR g (R,R,K).

For the rest of this paper let A be the subalgebra of RG generated by

[fRPf, fwf\w g W). Note that/is the identity of A. Furthermore, eA = Ae, thus

M ■ e < MA for an arbitrary fiG-module M, where MA denotes the restriction of M

to the subalgebra A of RG. In particular,

SG-e=   £   S 9fwf= (S 9 1)A < S%.
wew

Let / be the annihilator ideal of SG ■ e in A, and it: A -» ^4// the natural

epimorphism. Then si = A/I is fi-free, being isomorphic to a subalgebra of the

fi-free fi-algebra EndR(Sc • e). From 3.4 and the corollary to 3.5 we conclude

immediately that j/= E®eM/77(/fiP/)w(/w/) = E®eH/w(/w/)7r(/fiP/), i.e.s/is free

as a 77(/RP/)-module with basis {7r(/W/)|wG W) (on both sides). Note that

Tr(fRPf) = RL/I0 canonically, where /0 denotes the annihilator of S in RL. Of

course, KI is the annihilator of AfSGe in KA, and Ks/= KA/KI canonically. Let /,

be the annihilator of RSGe in RA, and try. RA —> RA/IX = six the natural epimor-

phism. Because A, I and A/I = s/are R-free, we may consider RI as an ideal of RA

canonically, and of course RI c /¡. Thus there exists an epimorphism from RA/RI

21 am indebted to R. Knörr who showed me the proof of this general result.
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onto s/x. Now 3.5 holds analogously if we replace S by RS and RG by RG, by 3.4.

Consequently^, = LZ^iißPf^iiM), and ^(fRPf) = RL/I2,_where I2 de-
notes the annihilator of RS in RL. We again get an epimorphism from RL/RI0 onto

RL/I2. Since fiS and AfS are irreducible, we get, counting dimensions, RL/RI0 =

RL/I2, i.e. RI0 = I2. This implies RA/RI = jar',. Of course fi^/fi/ s Ä«^. Thus

fijáis isomorphic to RA modulo the annihilator of RSGe in RA for every choice of

R g {R, R, K } canonically.

3.4 and 3.5 immediately imply that RSGe = (S 9 l)Rs/= RS 9„,fRPf) Rs/, the

induced module. Let t g EndÄC(fiSG). Since r(RSGe) < RSGe, the restriction f of

t to RSGe defines an endomorphism of RSGe as an Rs/-module. By adjointness of

induction and restriction (Frobenius reciprocity), End Rj¿(RSGe) s

Hom„{/RP/)(RS, RSGe). So 3.4 implies immediately that [fw\w g W) is a basis of

End-R^(RSGe), and we may identify EndRG(RSG) and EndRs/(RSGe). Further-

more, R[W] = Rs//RQ,p, where ß is the ideal of s/generated by {ir(f - fgf)\g g

P}. The next lemma tells us that we may argue as in stable Clifford theory,

regarding Rs/as a kind of semidirect product of tr(fRPf) with fi[IF], and as an

"intertial algebra" of RS in RG.

Let mod(R[W]/R) be the category of all finitely generated fi-free fi[JF]-modules

and mod( Rs//RS) the category of all finitely generated fiS-homogeneous Rs/-mod-

ules, where we call an Rs/-module fiS-homogeneous if its restriction to Tr(fRPf) is

isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of RS.

3.7. Lemma. The functors ? 9-R¡iV](S 9 1) R s/and Horn Rj¿(( S 9 1)R sí',?) form an

equivalence between mod(R[W]/R) andmod(Rs//RS).

Proof. Obviously ? 9-R[w](S 9 l)Rs/ is a functor from mod(R[W]/R) to

mod(Rs//RS) and HomÄV((5 ® l)Rs/,l) from mod(Rs//RS) to mod(R[Wyk).

The Nakayama relations show that HomRj¿((S ® l)Rs/, X) = HomfRPf(RS, X)

as fi-modules by restriction of a: (S ® l)Rs/-> X to RS = RS 9 1 for X &

mod(Rs//RS). Note also that

B<S>kltv]((S® l)Rs/) = B 9k[w](R[W] 9-RRS) = B9-RRS

as fRPf-modules for B g mod(R[W]/R).

Now define

e: HomÄJä,((S ® \)Rs/, X) 9-R[w](S 9 l)Rs/^> X

as the homomorphism induced by

e(a 9 m) = a(m)

for a G Horn ^(( S ® X)Rs/, X) and m g (S 9 l)Rs/, and

y: B -> HomÄJi(.((S ® \)Rj/,B 9-r[w)(S 9 l)Rsf)

by y(b) = aA g Hom^^S ® l)fij^, fi ®Äm(S ® l)Rs/) for è g B, where

aft(x) = 6 ® x for x g RS 9 1.
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Obviously e is natural in X and y in B. Now as in stable Clifford theory (see e.g.

[6]) it can easily be seen, by the remarks made above, that e and y are isomorphisms.

This proves the lemma.    D

In the following we identify mod(Rs//RS) with the full subcategory of

mod( RA/RS) of all finitely generated fiS-homogeneous RA-modules, which are

annihilated by RI, where mod(RA/RS) denotes the category of all finitely gener-

ated fiS-homogeneous RA -modules. Note that simple objects of mod(Rs//RS) are

irreducible RA -modules.

3.8. Corollary. / -» I(S 9 1)RA defines an isomorphism between the lattice of all

R-free right ideals I of R[W] and the lattice of all RS-homogeneous submodules of

(S ® 1)RA.

4. Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 1.6 particularly imply that KW s AT[1F]. In fact

this is a well-known theorem, not only for Weyl groups of type An, but also for

arbitrary Coxeter groups, if A contains Q[q1/2, q~1/2]- In our case (W = Ws) it is

true for AT = Q. The proof of the general theorem uses the fact that separable

algebras with the same numerical invariants (the degrees of the irreducible char-

acters) have to be isomorphic by Wedderburn's theorem.

In the following we will identify Q[IF] and QlFby a certain isomorphism, which

we will extend to an isomorphism between A [IF] and KW. So we will find in Af [IF]

two fi-orders, one generated by the basis [Tw\w g W), the other by the basis

{w\w G W) c KW = Af[IF], namely fi[IF] and RW respectively. These are not

isomorphic in general, in fact, choosing 5 = 1 in G = GL2(5) and r = 3, then

W = S2 and RS2 = R 9RRS2 is semisimple, whereas R[S2] = R 9R[S2] has a

one-dimensional nilpotent ideal, namely {a + aTw\a g R), where w is the unique

element of order 2 in S2. In particular, RS2 and /?[52] cannot be isomorphic in this

case.

The proof of the theorem mentioned above uses the generic algebra. We will

introduce it here only for Weyl groups of type An (i.e. symmetric groups) using K

instead of Q[ql/2, qx/2\. For the general case, more details and proofs of the

following claims, the reader is referred to [1, 2, 4, 13].

So let ( Wl■ I /' g /} be a family of symmetric groups Wl over a finite index set /,

and let d = (í/,.|/ G /} be a family of positive integers. Let K[u, w_1] be the ring of

Laurent polynomials over K in the indeterminant u, K(u) the quotient field of

K[u, u~1]. Let W = nie,W,. Then the generic A-algebra 9[W,d\ of W over K with

respect to d is defined as follows: 9[W,A] is a free K[u, w_1]-module with basis

[TK.\w g W), where the multiplication in @[W,d] is given by

Ir    ifit(üw) = lu» + 1,
TT  = {

" w     \ud'Tvw+(ud' - 1)TW   otherwise

for w g W and v g W¡ c W, where v is a basic transposition. Let hx: K[u, u~l] -»

Af(ti) be the natural embedding, and, for 0 * k g K, let hy. K[u, tr1] -> Af be the
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homomorphism induced by hk(u) — k. Consider Af and K(u) as a K[u, u ^-module

via hk and hx respectively, and set

K[W,d,k] = ^{W,d]9K[uu-,]K

and

K[W,d, oo] = 3?(>,d) = 9[W,Û] »xi«.«-«if (.")•

respectively.

F„, -» 7fM, ® 1 induces a A-algebra homomorphism from &[W,d] into A [IF, d, /c]

(0 # & g AT U {oo}) which is also denoted by hk and is surjective for k g Af and

injective for k = oo. For simplicity we will denote Tw 9 1 = hk(Tw) by T„, again.

We call /jA.(Af[IF,d, &]) the specialization of &[W,d] with respect to k. Since

A [IF, d,g] (<7 an arbitrary prime power) is the endomorphism ring of an induced

module (choosing s = 1 in G = Ul<E,GLk(qd-), ki G N, such that W¡ = Skf in 3.6),

hence is in particular an associative algebra, it can easily be seen that ^[W, d] is

associative. This also remains true if we replace Af by an arbitrary commutative ring

with 1, because the multiplication of the Tw's (w g IF) only involves Laurent

polynomials in u with integer coefficients.

Note that Af [IF, d, 1] = KW, the usual group algebra of IF over K. Moreover, Tw

(w g W) is invertible in &[W,d]. In fact, if V G W¡, It V = 1, then Ty1 = u~d'Tv +

(u~dj — 1), and if w = vx ■ ■ ■ vk is a reduced representation of w G IF as a product

of basic transpositions, then Ty1 = Ty1 ■ ■ ■ Ty1.

For W = Ws we choose/ = (A G^"|wA(i) # 0} and d = {dA = degA|A g /}.

In particular, K[Ws,d, q] = K[WS] and K[WS,d,l] = KWS, where q is defined as in

§1, and K[WS] as in §3. For simplicity we will write <S\WS\ = <&[W] and 9(WS) =

^(W) instead of @[Ws,d] and ^(WS,A) respectively, and we will formulate the

following for 10[W], although it is true in general, as we can see if we choose s = 1

in G as above. It can be shown that ^(W) is semisimple. If x is a character of

^(W), then x(Tw) is a polynomial in u for all w g IF. Given a specialization

hy. u —> k for some prime power k, then Xk- K[W, d, k] -* K defined by Xk(Tw 9 1)

= nk(x(Tw)) is a character of K[W, d, k\. It turns out that Xk IS irreducible if and

only if x is irreducible. Of course Xk(^) is independent of the choice of k. So we may

identify AT[IF] = K[WS,d, q] and AT1F = K[WS,d, 1] by an isomorphism, say t, such

that xq and Xi define the same character of Af[IF] = KW for every irreducible

character x of ^(W). Moreover, &(W) and A [IF, d, A:] have the same numerical

invariants, and x = <i> if and only if x k = <t>k for two irreducible characters x and <f>

of &(W). In particular, we get all irreducible characters of AT[IF] = ATIF as

specialized characters \q = Xv X an irreducible character of ^(W). Obviously

Xq ~ Xi i°r a'l characters x of 1?(W).

Let & again be the set of basic transpositions of IF, and J CiT. Then the

subalgebra of &[W] generated by {Tw\w g J] is isomorphic to ^[Wj] = &[Wj,d'],

where Wj is the subgroup of W generated by / and d' denotes the restriction of d to

{A g /| Wj n W(A) * (1)}. Similarly we define <¡S(Wj), and in the following we

always consider @[Wj] and @(Wj) as subalgebras of @[W] and ^(IF) respectively.
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IfO # kg K U {oo},/!/i(A[IFy]) = A[IFy,d', k] c K[W], i.e. AA restricted to 9[Wj\

is the specialization of @[Wj] with respect to k. In particular, A[W^] = K[Wj,d, q]

and ATIF, = Af[lFy,d', 1] may be considered as subalgebras of /f[IF] = AfHf But we

have to be careful here; an isomorphism between A[IFy] and KW} cannot be

extended to an isomorphism between AT [IF] and A'lF in general. In other words,

A'flF,] and ATIFy are different subalgebras of A[IF] = A'lF in general.

As above let Wj be the subgroup of IF generated by J, and fi[IFy] C R[W] the

fi-order in K[Wj] generated by {TJw g Wj). Note that R[Wj] = R ®RR[Wj]. Let

Dj be a system of right coset representatives of Wj in W. We may choose Dj such

that lt(vw) = lt(w) + lt(u) for all w G Wj, v G Dj, a so-called distinguished set of

coset representatives (see e.g. [3, 2.5.8]).

4.1. Lemma, (i) <3\W\ and &(W) are free as <&[Wj]- and <&(Wj)-left modules

respectively with basis [Tv\v g Dj}.

(ii) R[Wj] c R[W], and~R[W] is free as a R[Wj]-left module with basis {TAv G Ds)

for every choice of R G [R, R, AT}.

Proof. Choosing Dj as a distinguished set of coset representatives, &[W] =

E,,ED ^[Wy]T(, as a ^[IFy]-left module. Counting K[u, w^-rank, the sum must be

direct. Now the lemma follows immediately.    D

Consider the trivial and the alternating character of KWj. By the above these must

be specializations of certain linear characters of ^(Wj), which we will also call the

trivial respectively alternating character of 9(Wj). Being linear characters, the

corresponding idempotents in'S (Wj) are central and uniquely determined.

For AeJ and J c .Tlet Wj(A) = WJn^(A) =WjC\ W(A), where ST(A) =

W(A)C\2T.  Let¿(A) = Ew6^(A)(-l)1,,,'«-de8Altwrw-  Define » = n^(A) and

XJ   =   ^W6 WjTw-

4.2. Lemma. Let J c $". Then there exist a, ß g K(u) such that axj and ßy3 are the

unique idempotents in ^(Wj) corresponding to the trivial and the alternating character

of@(Wj) respectively.

Proof. Of course x} = T\xJn3riA), hence we may assume that Wj = Wj(A) for

some A G J*", i.e. IF, has one nontrivial component, and the trivial and the

alternating character are the only linear characters of KW}. Obviously we may

assume, too, that deg A = 1. So <&(IF,) has just two different one-dimensional right

ideals. Let x = Y.wsWawTw g 9{Wj) such that x(S(WJ) is one-dimensional over

K(u). This is equivalent to xTv = xßv for all ceJ, where ßv g K(u), because

&(Wj) is generated by [Tv\v G J) as algebra. Note that in particular x # 0. For

v g J let Wv = {w g IFy|lt(» = lt(vv) + 1}; then Wj is the disjoint union of Wv

and vWv, and x = Ewe ty(,owTw + avwTvw). Now x is in the center of 9(Wj), because

it is a scalar multiple of some central idempotent. Consequently

xTv = Tvx =   £  avwuTw+(aw + avw(u - 1))TVW.

we Wv
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So xTv = xßr forces, for w G Wv,

(\)arwu = aj?„and,

(ii) a«™A = aw + acw(u - !)•

Hence,

(iii)au,(ß,2-ß„(M-l)-M) = 0.

(ii) implies aw = 0 if ailK, = 0, hence, repeating the argument using a reduced

expression for w as the product of basic transpositions, ax = 0. Using (i) we

conclude aw> = 0 for all w' g Wj, forcing x = 0, a contradiction. So a^- # 0 for all

w' g H/, and (iii) implies ßt, = w or ß,, = -1.

Obviously the character x afforded by x(S(WJ) satisfies x(Tv) = ßv for all v g /.

Therefore, using the specialization u -> 1, either ßt, = w for all v g ^"(specializing to

the trivial character of IF,) or ßt, = -1 for all v G ^"(specializing to the alternating

character of Wj). Normalizing ax = 1 we get Xj in the first andj>y in the second case.

D

Identify Af[IF] and AIFas above, and consider the subalgebras KWj and Af[IF,]

(J c F). Let Xjk) = hk(xj)KW, Yjk) = hk(yj)KWfork = 1 or q.

4.3. Lemma. Xjl) s X}q) and Y}1) = Yjq) as KW-modules.

Proof. Let Dj be a distinguished system of coset representatives of IF, in W. Then

Xj&[W] = Xj^[Wj] 9niVj] &[W] is a free K[u, M_1]-module with basis

{xj 9 Tw\w g Dj} by 4.1. Furthermore hk(xj) * 0 and

hx(xj)KW = hx(xj)KWj 9KWKW,

hq(xj)K[W] s hq(xj)K[Wj] 9K{Wj]K[W]

with basis (hx(xj) 9 w\w G Dj), {hq(Xj) 9 Tw\w g Dj) respectively. Let x be the

character afforded by Xj = Xj&(W). Then, by the above, x¿ is the character

afforded by Xjk), and Xj{) = Xjq) by construction of the identifying isomorphism t:

Af [IF] -> KW. Similarly Yjl) = Yji\    D

We need some results from the representation theory of symmetric groups. For

details the reader is referred to [14]. Remember that there is a bijection between Mv

and the set of all inequivalent irreducible characters of W, denoted by X «-> <i>x

(À g Ms). If Sx denotes the Specht module over R corresponding to X G Ms, then

AfSx affords <px. It may be constructed in the following way:

Let AA = A,>A2>--- > Xk. Define/ = Jx to be the set of basic transpositions

(/, / + 1), where (£"-i\,) + 1 < /' < (X>f-i%) ~ 1 for some Aef,0<m<)c-

1. Then IFX = IF, is just the standard Young subgroup of IF corresponding to

X g Ms. Let J( A) = J n ST (A) (AeJ). Let t be the AA-tableau in which the

numbers {1,2,... ,mA(s)} increase along the rows. Then IFX(A) = WJ{A) is just the

row stabilizer of t. Let Cy(A) be the column stabilizer of / and set Cy = riCy(A).

Note that x = hx(xj) is just the sum over the elements of IF, = IFX. Let y be the

alternating sum over the elements of Cy, and set xyRW = Sx. Then KSX affords çï\

Moreover, xKW and yKW have just one composition factor in common, namely
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This procedure cannot be transposed directly to Hecke (respectively generic)

algebras, because the A(u)-subspace (Af-subspace) of ^(W) (A[IF]) generated by

{TJw g Cj} is not a subalgebra in general. But Cy is conjugate in IF to Wx, where

X' = FIA'a and À'A is the dual partition of AA (X = I1AA). So let us fix w g IF such

that w~lWx,w = Cj. Set/' = Jx and define zx = XjTylyj,Tw g &(W), where Xj,yr

g &[W] are defined as in 4.2. Finally, set zx = hq(zx) g Af [IF] = KW. Note that

Ty1 g <g[W]. Inspecting the coefficients of Ty1 (v g y) we see that Tw 9 1 is

invertible in R[W] C K[W\. So zx G R[W].

4.4. Lemma. Assume qd* > 2 for all A g /. Then zxK[W] s KSX.

Proof. First note that hx(zx) = xw~lhx(yj.)w = xy # 0, where *, y G filF are

defined as above, hence zx + 0. Now xKW and jAIF have just one composition

factor in common, namely KSX. Obviously vAfIF = wyw~xKW = Yß* = Yj,q) by 4.3,

so the same is true for xKW = Xj1] = X] = hq(Xj)K[W] and Y},^ = hq(yj,)K[W].

Consequently either zx = hq(xj)hq(yj.) = 0 or zxK[W] = KSX. Now zx g Xj&[W]

= Xj&[Wj] 9 &[W], and a basis of Xj&[Wj] 9 <$\W\ is given by (jcy ® Tw\w G

Dj}, where £>y is defined as in 4.3. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that the

coefficients of zx = EweD Xj 9 Twrw (rw g Af(w)) are Laurent polynomials in u with

integer coefficients. In particular, rx = f(u)/uk for some k g N and a polynomial

f(u) g K[u] with integer coefficients. Using the specialization u -> 1 we see that

/(l) = 1. Hence f(q) = 1 mod(q — 1) (note that g > 2 by assumption), in particular

f(q) =t 0. This implies zx =£ 0 as desired.    D

We will see later that the assumption in 4.4 is no real restriction for our purpose.

So let us assume in the following that qde& A > 2 for all A g rwith mA(s) # 0.

Let us return now to the AG-module KSG defined in §2. Recall that End^^S0)

= R[W] by 3.6. For X g Ms define the ^-module 5X to be zxR[W](S 9 1) =

zxR[W](S 9 1)A < SG ■ e, where A ç RG is defined as in §3. Then SXRG = zx- SG

is an fiG-submodule of SG.

4.5. Lemma. SxKG is an irreducible KG-module affording xJ-X-

Proof. SxKG = zxA[IF] (S ® l)AfG = ex ■ KSG, where ex g K[W] is the unique

primitive idempotent contained in the irreducible A[IF]-module zxA^[IF] = KSX by

4.4. So SXKG is irreducible.

By [15, 6.24, 8.6], R°-(s) = RGLo(0), where L0 = CG(s) and 6 = ttl° setting it = I,

the lifting of 5 to the standard Borel subgroup of L0. Now RG (x) is (up to sign)

irreducible for every irreducible constituent x of 6. So we may assume G = L0, that

is s G Z(G), the center of G. Furthermore, 6 = s 9 1% , where \B denotes the trivial

character of fi0, ® the usual product of characters, and s on the right-hand side is

considered as the linear character of G = L0. So we may assume that s = Í € G. But

this is just the classical case, where it is well known that exKSG affords xs,x (see e-g-

[4,13]).   D
We are now prepared to prove the main technical lemma. So define Dx =

RSX/J(RSX), Dx = RSX/J(RSX) and Ex = fi(zx5G)/Jr(fi(zx5c)). We have to be

careful here. In fact, if zx denotes the image of zx g fi[ÍF] in R[IF], the fiG-modules
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R(zxSG) and zx(RSG) are not isomorphic in general, although there always exists an

epimorphism from R(zxSG) onto zx(RSG). In particular, R(zxSG) may not neces-

sarily be a submodule of RSG in general.

4.6. Lemma. Let X g Ms and assume that Dx is a simple R[W]-module. Then Dx is a

simple RS-homogeneous RA-module occurring in Exe as a composition factor. Finally

Ex is simple.

Proof. By 3.7, Sx = zxR[W](S 9 1) is S-homogeneous. Hence RSX and its

epimorphic image Dx are fiS-homogeneous, too. Again by 3.7 Dx is irreducible. Note

that Me < MRA for R g {R, R, K} and an arbitrary fiG-module M. Furthermore,

R(zxSGe) = (R(zxSG))e, so Exe is the fiS-homogeneous component of Ex. Let

X < R(zxSG). Then Xe < R(zxSGe) = R(zx(S 9 1)A) = RSX. By the above,

J(RSX) is the unique maximal AM-submodule of RSX, hence Xe < J(RSX) or

Xe = RSX. But RSX c&ci implies R(SXRG) = R(zxSG) < X, because

R(SXRG) = (RSX)RG. Therefore every proper submodule of R(zxSG) is contained

in the proper RA -submodule

j{R(zxSG)e) © R{zxSG)(l - e) = j{R~{zxSGe)) + R~(zxSG)(l - e),

hence the sum of all proper submodules of R(zxSG), too. Thus Ex is irreducible, and

Dx occurs as a composition factor in Exe (in fact Dx < Ex ■ e/J(Ex ■ e)).

Remark. Note that R(zxSGe), hence Dx and Ex ■ e, are contained in

modRs,(Rs//RS) c modRsf(RA/RS).

5. In the previous section, we have worked out the way to use the Specht modules

of AT [IF] for defining irreducible AG-modules. However, this only works after

having achieved sufficient knowledge on the representation theory of fi[IF], which

at the moment is in the state of development. So we have to restrict ourselves to

special cases.

5.1. Hypothesis. Let s g G be semisimple satisfying 2.4 and assume r divides

qde& a _ i yor an a g &with mA(s)* 0.

5.2. Remark. Let s g G be semisimple, and assume that the order of í is prime to

/-. Then j satisfies 2.4 by 2.1 and 2.3. Let B be an /--block of G with semisimple part

s g G. Then, by [9, 5.6], s satisfies 5.1 if B has inertia index one. However, if r

divides q — 1, that is, if r divides the order of Z(G), then 5.1 is satisfied for all

semisimple s ^ G, and the following will hold for all /--blocks of G. Note, if s G G

satisfies 5.1 and has order prime to r, then there exists only one /--block B = Bs of G

with semisimple part i. Furthermore, a Sylow r-subgroup of CG(s) is a defect group

8(BS) of Bs and all geometric conjugacy classes (r)c with t = sy, y g ô(Bs), are

contained in Bs, by [9]. These are all of the irreducible characters contained in Bs and

the set of characters in (s)G restricted to the set of r'-elements of G form a basis of

the space of Brauer characters of G contained in Bs. In particular, Bs just contains

| Afy | many inequivalent irreducible Brauer characters.

Recall the definition of zx g fi[IF], and let zx again be the image of zx in fi[IF].

Note that the assumption in 4.4 is satisfied if s g G satisfies 5.1, because r > 2, so

zx * 0 by 4.4.
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5.3. Lemma. Assume 5.1. Then R[W] and RW may be identified canonically such

that zx G R[W] generates the usual Specht module RSxofR[W] = RW(X G Ms).

Proof. Let fw denote the image of Tw g R[W] in R[W]. Now 5.1 implies

qdeg a _ j mod f and ^deg a _ j _ q mod ,. for A G jrwith m ¿s) + q. The defining

relations for R[W] show immediately that T„, -» w g fi IF induces an isomorphism

between R[W] and filF Identifying fi[IF] and filFby this isomorphism,

¿x = hq(xj)hq{Tylyj,Tw) = h1(xJ)hl(w'1yJ,w) ,

where J,J'<zST, TK, x}, y}, G S?[IF] are defined as in 4.4 and -: fi[IF] -» fi[IF],

respectively -: filF -» RW denotes the canonical epimorphism. Now, for filF, it is

well known (see e.g. [14]) that

R{hx(xj)hx(w-lyj,w)RW) = hx(xj)hx(w-lyj,w)RW.

Thus R(zxR[W]) = zxRW.   D

Summarizing we get by 4.4 and 5.3

5.4. Theorem. Assume 5.1. Then there exist isomorphisms t: AT[IF] -» A'lF and

R[W\ -* RW such that the following diagram commutes, where ~> denotes the

decomposition map via fi[IF] and RW respectively:

K[W]      ¿>      KW

R[W]       ^      RW

In particular, the decomposition matrices of R[W] and RW may be identified.

Remark. We do not know if RW = R[W] inducing the above isomorphisms.

However, the theorem is trivially true in this case.

Theorem 5.4 says that we may apply the results from the representation theory of

symmetric groups (extended to direct products of symmetric groups) to fi[IF], as

they are presented in the standard literature (see e.g. [14]). Remember that a

partition À = (F1,... ,kn) of k is called /--regular if r¡ < r for all 1 < / < k. So call

X = nXA g Ms /--regular if XA is /--regular for all A g &, otherwise /--singular. Let

Msy = [X g MS\X r-regular} and Msr = Ms\Msy. Denote by < the dominance

order on the set of partitions of k G N as defined in [14, 3.2], and extend this to Ms

setting À < ju. (X = UXA, jti = FI/iA g Ms) if XA < ¡xA for all AeJ. Now, if

À g Msy, the Specht module RSX (with respect to filF) has a unique maximal

submodule by [14, 4.9], hence the same is true if 5.1 holds for RSX as a fi[IF]-mod-

ule, by 5.4, that is Dx is irreducible. Furthermore, Dx * D*1 (X, ¡x g Msy) if X ¥= ¡x

and {DX\X g Ms r.) is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible R[W]-modules, again

by 5.4. Finally, if (aXp) (X g Ms, p g Ms r.) denotes the decomposition matrix of

RW(R[W\), thenapp = 1 and aXp # 0 implies p > X.

Recall the definition of the fiG-module Ex (X g Ms). By the above and 4.6, Ep

(p g Msy) is irreducible if 5.1 holds.
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5.5. Lemma. Assume 5.1. Let p, p' g Msy and p # p'. Then Ep and Ep, are two

nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules.

Proof. By the above, Ep and E ■ are irreducible, and, by 4.6, the /L4-modules Dp,

Dp. are irreducible, too. Furthermore, they are composition factors of Epe and Ep.e

respectively. By 3.7, Dp S Dp,. If D (p g Ms/) occurs as a composition factor of

Epe, then it occurs as a composition factor of R(zpSGe) = RSp, because Ep =

R(zpSG)/J(R(zpSG)). Thus, by 3.7, D» occurs as a composition factor of RSP,

forcing ¡x > p. If Ep = Ep,, then Epe = Ep>e, hence Dp is a composition factor of Ep,e

and Z>p< of Epe by 4.6. So, by the above, p < p' and p' < p forcing p = p', a

contradiction.    D

Assume again 5.1 and let bXp be the multiplicity of Ep as a composition factor of

R(zxSG). Inspecting the RA -module R(zxSGe) and applying 3.7, 4.6 we conclude

5.6. Corollary. Let p g Ms r,, X g Ms. Then bXp < aXp. In particular, bXp =£ 0

forces X < p. Moreover, h„ = 1.j i pp

Assume 5.1. Let / G fi [IF] = fi IF be a primitive idempotent, and let

iRW/J(iRW) = Dp, p g Msy. Thus Qp = iRW is a projective indecomposable

fi IF-module with head Dp. Let Qp = /(fiSce) = Qp(RSGe). Then £p is an indecom-

posable direct summand of RSGe = (S 9 1)RA. Similarly Pp = i(RSG) = QP(RSG)

is an indecomposable direct summand of RSG by 3.6. Note that Ppe = Qp and

P„eRG = QpRG = Pp.

5.7. Lemma. Assume 5.1, and let p g Ms r,. ThenPp/J(Pp) is simple and the head of

Pp/J(Pp)-eisDp.

Proof. Let X < Pp. Then Xe < Ppe = Qp, hence X = Pp or Xe < J(Qp). So all

proper submodules of Pp are contained in the RA -submodule J(Qp) + Pp ■ (I - e),

hence Pp/J(Pp) is irreducible. The canonical epimorphism Pp -> Pp/J(Pp) induces

an epimorphism Qp = Ppe -» Pp/J(Pp) • e, whose kernel is contained in J(QP). Thus

Dp, being the head of Qp, is the head of Pp/J(Pp)e, too.    □

5.8. Corollary. Pp/J(Pp) ■ e = Dp.

Proof. Let 1 = /', + • • • + ik be a decomposition of 1 g RW into a sum of

primitive orthogonal idempotents and set P. = P¡ (1 <y < £). Because fi[!F] = RW

= End«G(fiSc), Pj = Pm if and only if p, = pm,\ <j,m < k, where i^RW/J(i¡RW)

= Dp>, 1 <j < m, pj g MJir- suitable. 5.7 implies that an epimorphism P, -» Pm has

to be bijective for 1 < i,j < m, in particular p = pm. Now it follows easily from

Fitting's theorem (see e.g. [11, 5.2]) that /(/yfiIF) • (RSG) is a proper fiG-submod-

ule of P. for 1 <j < k. By 5.7 this must be J(P;), and the corollary follows

immediately.    D

6. Now we fix a semisimple element s g G of order prime to r and assume that r

divides qde&A — 1 for all A g Jf with wa(í) # 0. Then j satisfies 5.1 and, by 5.2,

there exists only one /--block Bs of G with semisimple part s. Furthermore, 8(BS) may

be chosen as a Sylow r-subgroup of CG(s) and there are just |M | nonisomorphic
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irreducible fiG-modules in Bs by [9]. So far, we have determined \MSy\ many of

them, namely (¿'pip g Ms/), by 5.5.

Let 8(BS) be a Sylow /--subgroup of CG(s), y G S(BS) and t = sy. We will vary t,

thus all objects have to have the index / in the following.

Note that bt may be considered as an r-block of RL, with semisimple part s G Lt.

Let the fiP,-module S, be defined as in 1.4 with t replacing í and S, replacing S. Our

aim now is to find a sequence 1 = yx, y2,...,yk of /--elements in S(BS) such that

?, = sy, satisfies 5.1, and the resulting irreducible fiG-modules build a full set of

nonisomorphic irreducible fiG-modules in Bs. But first we still need an auxiliary

result. So let t¡ = sy, (i = 1,2) with y, g S(Bs). Assume that t¡ g G satisfies 2.4.

Because r divides qde% A - 1 for all A G J^with mA(s) ^ 0 by assumption, the same

is true for r, instead of s, hence /, satisfies 5.1 (i = 1,2). Set S¡ = St, Li = Lt and

P = P, = LIJ, with U= U, the Levi kernel of P. Let p G M, ',, E = e' and

X g Mu, M = R(zxS2). Note that E is simple by 5.5. For an arbitrary group H with

subgroups Hx and H2 we write Hx < HH2 if Hx < H2 for some h G H.

6.1. Lemma, (i) If E occurs as a composition factor of RSG or M, then L2 < G Lx.

(ii) If Eeh*(0), then Lx <GL2.

Proof. First note that a Coxeter torus T2 of L2 is conjugate (in G) to a maximal

torus of L, if and only if Lx <GLX, because L, = IT^jGL^ (q) for a suitable

partition p. = ux > (i2> ■ ■ ■ > uk of n. Assume that E occurs as a composition

factor of M, then it occurs as a composition of RS2, because the composition factors

of RSa) are independent of the choice of an fiG-lattice Sa) in KSG. By 4.6,

E ■ eh * (0), hence RS2Get¡ # (0), and therefore AfS2ce(i # (0), that is, the trivial

AL^-module /, occurs as a composition factor of KSG. If E • et ¥• (0), then

R(zp ■ Sx)et # (0), hence zpSxe, # (0). Thus the trivial KU2-module I2 occurs as a

composition factor of zpKSx < KSX in this case, and it is enough to show (i).

Taking characters and using Frobenius reciprocity we conclude in the first case:

0*{\Ui,RGTft2))ur{pG,RGT2('t2))c

= E I£(«T(«)c,#2))r
T Oet    V ' G

= 1 Le{RGA0),RUh))G,
T Oef

where p denotes the regular representation of A,, T runs through all maximal tori of

LX,T denotes the set of irreducible characters of T and e is a sign depending on T

and Lx [15, 6.23]. By [15, 6.14] T2 has to be conjugate in G to a maximal torus T of

Lx, forcing L2 <GLX.   □

Next letjv- g 8(BS) be arbitrary, t = sy. Then CG(t) < CG(s) = UGLmA(s)(qde&A).

Let nCG(t)A, FI VA and FIiA be the corresponding decompositions of CG(t), y and t

respectively. Let A g J^with mA(s) + 0 and let f be an elementary divisor ofyA. So

f is a monic irreducible polynomial with coefficients in GF(çdegA). Note that the

order of (f) g GLd egf(<7deg A) is a power of r, so the order of each root w of f is a
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power of r, say rk. Of course GF(^deg A)[w] = GE(qd^A d^r) = GF(q)[o ■ a],

where a is a root of A, because the order of o is prime to r, hence prime to the order

of oí. Let vr: Q -* Z denote the /--adic valuation and vr(qdegA — 1) = j. Set i = k — j

if k >j and i = 0 otherwise. Note that k > 0. It can easily be seen that deg f = /-'

(compare e.g. [9, 3A]), hence the minimum polynomial T of aw over F has degree

deg A •/-', and over GF(?degA) degree /•'. Replacing G by GL„Mj)(/esA) <

GL„, (J).deg a(?)> we conclude that /nr(iA) =*= 0 implies deg F = deg A • r' for some

0 < /"g Z. Let N,. = {T g jF|deg T = deg A ■ r'} and J, = Er6A,wr(/A). Then

wA(i) = HfLod, ■ /-'. Let dA be the sequence (d()0s(eZ and DA be the set of

sequences (d,)0sieZ 0l natural numbers d¡ with E°í0é/,/-' = wA(s). For the moment

let A, ¡x be partitions of some natural number k, X = (Xx > X2> ■ ■ ■ > A •),

ft = (¡xx > fx2 > ■ ■ ■ > ¡xm). Define the Levi subgroups Lx, Lß of GLk(q) setting

Lx = FI/=1GLX (q), Lp = Ylf^QL^q). On the set of partitions of k define a

partial order -< setting X < ¡xif there exists a set partition { ß,,..., ßm} of (1,... ,j}

with m parts (i.e. ß, ç {l,...j}, the ß, (1 < i < m) are pairwise disjoint and

{!,... J) = U,1,ß,), such that ju, = Y.h<BÜXh. Note that this is not the dominance

order in general.

It is easy to see that Lx <Gl4(9) LM if A -< ft. So assume that Lf < L^ for some

g g GLk(q). Let Tx be a Coxeter torus of Lx. Then Tf is isomorphic to n/=1GF(^x')

and is a maximal torus of L^, corresponding to a product Yl^=xv(h) of partitions v(h)

of fxh (1 < h < m). So, for each h g {!,...,m), there exists a subset ßÄ of (1,... ,j}

such that E,eaftA, = vih). Of course {ß,,... ,ßm} is a set partition of {1,...,/}. Thus

we have shown that Lx < GL (q) L^ if and only if A -< ¡x.

Now let /)A be as above. With dA g Da we may associate the proper partition

(deg Ad", (deg A • r)d\.. .,(deg A • r£*)d*) of k = mA(s) ■ deg A. Denote this by A¿

and notice that dA —> Xd is an injective map. Define a partial order ■< on Dx setting

dA<dA(dA,d'A^DA)iîXdA<X<.

Let Ds = Y\DA (cartesian product) and define a partial order ■< on Ds setting

Y\dA < TldA (dA,dA g Dx for A g jF) if dA < d'A for all AeJf. Finally, fix a

linear order < on Ds compatible with < . As we have seen above, we have a map

from 5 • 8(BS) into Ds. For t = sy g s ■ S(BS) let d; be the image of t under this map.

Of course Ds = d, < d2 < • • ■ < d^ is finite, where k = \DS\. If d, = d -, / = sy g í •

o( Bs), cally = hts(y) the i-height of j. Later we will construct for cachj g {1,... ,k}

a^ g ô(fia) of height/, such that in fact the map defined above is surjective.

6.2. Lemma. Assume that s = mA(s)(A), i.e. s has only one elementary divisor, and

let y, y' G 8(BS), t = sy, t' = sy'. Then Lt<G Lt, if and only if a, < d,.. In particular

L, = L,, if and only if hi s(y)= his(y').

Proof. Obvious by the construction of d, and dt, and the definition of Lt and Lr.

D

Obviously the construction above may be extended to all /--elementsy of CG(s). If

y,y' g CG(s) are Cc(s)-conjugate elements of CG(s), t = sy, t' = sy', then d, = d,,

and hls(y) = hts(y'). Note that / and t' are G-conjugate if and only if y and y' are

CG(s )-conj ugate.
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Fix again A g J^and let 1 < / g Z. Let a be a root of A. Assume that the order of

a is prime to r, and that r divides qde& A - 1. Let m = vr(qde%,K - l),j = deg A • r'.

Note that vr(qj — 1) = m 4- i, because r is odd. So fix an element w = w, of GF(qJ)

of order rm+i. Then GF(^degA)[co] = GF(<7)[a • w] = GF(^). Consequently the

minimal polynomial A, of w over GF(gdegA) has degree /-', and the minimal

polynomial A' of aw over GF(<7) has degree j. Set A0 = 1, A'0 = A. Let dA =

(d¡)o<¡<EZ e A\> where 5 g G is chosen as above. Then define yA g Cg(s)a setting

vA = n,=0i/,( A,.) (matrix direct sum).

For d = Y\dA g Ds set yd = FI vA g Cg(s ). Note that y is an /--element. Now, for

j g {!,...,k}, d = d-, choose y, = 8(BS) Cc(s)-conjugate to yd, which is possible

since we have chosen 8(BS) to be a Sylow /--subgroup of CG(s). Set t¡ = sy,. In

particular, tx = s. Note that all elementary divisors of t • are of the form Af for some

0 < / g Z, where A runs through the set of elementary divisors of í g G. The next

lemma follows immediately from the definitions.

6.3. Lemma. Let j,j' g {1,2,...,A:}. Then d, = d, and his{y¡) = j. In particular,

the map t —> d, from s ■ 8(BS) into Ds is surjective. If yf = y,> for some g g Cg(s),

then j = j'. So this map induces a bijection between (r-|l <j < k) and Ds. Finally, if

dj = UdA, dA = (d,)0£ieZ, then mA,(tj) = d,(Q < i g Z).

In the following we will replace all occurring indices of the form í (1 < j < k) by

j itself, e.g. Wj= W,, Sj = S,, etc. Note in particular that Mxy = Ms/, Mx = Ms

and IF; = Ws. Let X = UXA g Mx, i.e. AA is a partition of mA(s) (A G J^). Let

AA = fF'.mk«), where m = mA(s), i.e. L"Lxk„ ■ v = m. Let kv = Zf^d^r' be

the r-adic expansion of kv for 1 < v < m and set d, = E"1=id¡v) ■ v (0 < / g Z). Then

LfLcd^r' = m = mA(s), hence dA = (^,)0<,ez G A\ an(^ d = n^A g Dj, i.e. d = dy

for some 1 < j < k. By 6.3, mA;(iy) - d,, and obviously J, = E"L1¿,<")/' = L^id^f,

thus (F'"',... ,vdl'\...) = XA> is an r-regular partition of mA'(tj). Taking the (carte-

sian) product over all A g J^and all 0 < /' < Z we have defined an element ¡xx of

My. This defines a map À -» jux from Mx into \Jk^xMjy. Note that this union is

disjoint by 6.3.

On the other hand, let p. g A/. ^,l-<j<k and let T be an elementary divisor of

i,. Then T = A' for some 0 < / g Z and some elementary divisor A of s. Let

dj = UdA,dA = (d,.)0s,eZ, and let iir = (l*"",.. .,vd<>"\...), where ft = FIfir. By 6.3,

mT(tj) = d„ thus L^id^v = i/,. Define fe, = L%,0dju)r' and note that

I?_lI$.0d¡'>r'p = mA(s), hence E?L^, ■ v = mA(S), i.e. Xp(A) - (l*1.••■."*'.■ ■;)

is a partition of mA(s). Taking X^ = FIA^A) we have defined a map ju -» A^ from

U*_iAfy into AÍ,, which is obviously the inverse of the map À -» jux defined above.

So we have shown

6.4. Lemma. A -> jux defines a bijection between Mx and the disjoint union Kjk=xMjy.

In the following we will identify Mx with Uk=xMjy by this bijection.

We still need the following results:

6.5. Lemma. Let T < G be a maximal torus of G and 6 a linear character of T. Let

u G G such that the minimum polynomial of u is (X - 1)". Then (RG(6))(u) = 1.
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Proof, w is a unipotent element of G, in fact u is conjugate to the matrix

ÍÍ-.1-. \

o      '*'•:• -l
' -1/

(the Jordan Normalform of u),

and the canonical rational form of u is the companion matrix of the polynomial

(x-iy.
So (RG(0))(u) = Qt(u), where QG denotes the Green function of G with respect

to T and q. If T is not a Coxeter torus, the lemma follows easily from [15, 6.24]. If T

is a Coxeter torus, it follows from [15, 8.2]. Compare as well [10, Appendix].    D

Let UQ be again the subgroup of all unipotent upper triangular matrices of G, and

consider the restriction RG(6)lJ of RG(0) to U0. Because RG(6) is a virtual

character of G, this restriction is a virtual character of U0, i.e. a linear combination

of irreducible characters of U0 with integer coefficients. Let m be the greatest

common divisor of these coefficients. Because (RG(6))(u) is an algebraic integer for

all kg U0 we conclude

6.6. Corollary, m = 1.

6.7. Lemma. Let j g {1,... ,k} and y g 8(Bs) n L¡, t = sy. Assume that tK = ttfor

some g G G. Then t   = tjfor some h G Ly.

Proof. The elementary divisors of t¡ are of the form A', where 0 < ; g Z and A is

an elementary divisor of s. Because t and r are conjugate in G, they have the same

elementary divisors. Obviously we may assume s = 1 (hence r\q — 1). So n =

LT-od/ with dA = K)o^6Z, A = X - 1 g y, hence L, = n,°lo (GL^tf))"', and
deg A' = /-'. Now the lemma follows immediately, because y g L¡.    D

6.8. Remark. If we replace y by an arbitrary y' g 8(Bs), the lemma remains no

longer true. The point is that we have fixed the polynomials A',. For example, if we

take n = 2, r\q — 1, s = I gG, and w and w' as two different elements of order r in

GF(q),y = (»»,), y' = (£'°), then y g Ly, - GF(<?)* X GF(<¡r)*, y g 0(5,), y and

_y' are conjugate in G, but cannot be conjugate in the abelian group Ly>.

Now we are prepared to prove the main technical lemma of this section.

6.9. Lemma. Letj g {1,... ,k}. Then f, g G satisfies 5.1.

Proof. As we have seen, all elementary divisors T of f ■ are of the form A',,

0 < / g Z, where A is an elementary divisor of s. In particular, deg T = deg A • /•',

hence r divides qdegr - 1 by [9, 3A], because r is odd dividing <7deg A - 1.

So we have to show that If. satisfies 2.4. For y = 1, i.e. t¡ = s, this is true by 2.1 and

2.3. So lety > 1 and assume that t> satisfies 2.4 hence 5.1 for all 1 <j' < j. In order

to prove 2.4(i) we have to consider S¡ as an fiL,-module contained in the block ¿>.

whose semisimple part is s g L¡ < G. We may restrict ourselves to a component

SÊ(T) for some elementary divisor T of tj, so, using induction over n, we may assume
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that y = k, n = deg A • rh and s = rh(A) for some h g N. In particular, tk = (A'h),

and Mky = Mk contains one element Xk = Y\XV, with Ar = (1) for T = A'h and

Ar = (-) otherwise. By 5.5 and 6.4, for each ¡x g Ms = Mx = Uy^A/, r- with ¡x ¥= Xk,

we have defined an irreducible fiG-module E . Let Xk ¥= p., ¡i' g Ms and assume

Ep = £\. Let p. g M¡y, /i' g M^y. Then 6.1 implies immediately L = L -, hence

7 = y' by 6.2 and ju = p.' by 5.5. So we have found all but one irreducible fiG-module

contained in bk = Bs. Let E be the remaining irreducible fiG-module contained in

Bs. By 6.1, Eß does not occur as a composition factor of RSk, where \k # p. G M,.

So all composition factors of RSk are isomorphic to E. Let m be the multiplicity of E

as a composition factor of RSk. Then RSk restricted to U0 is isomorphic to a direct

sum of m copies of Eu, because U0 is an r '-group. Consequently KSk = m ■ KE as

Í70-modules, where E is an R i/0-module such that RE = Ev. Let x be the character

afforded by KE. Then ±RG(tk)u = mx, forcing m = 1 by 6.6. Hence RSk = £ =

£x  is irreducible, proving 2.4(i).

Returning to the general case we now have proved that ?; satisfies 2.4(i) if <,,

satisfies 5.1 for all 1 <j' <j. So let Kg Z>. be an irreducible constituent of AfS^,

where Sy is considered as a Py-module. Let \j/ be the character afforded by V. Then,

because the semisimple part of b- is s,\p = x for some x g (sy)L¡ and some /--element

y g C¡ (s), i.e. x = Xsv.x f°r some X g M  , where we take Msy with respect to L,.

Now Xsy.x is a constituent of ±RIy(sy), and R^(sy) = (fi^(sy))^ by [15, 6.24]. In

particular, Rly (sy) is up to sign a proper character of L,-. The character afforded by

KSGP is up to sign RG(t:)p. So F is an irreducible constituent of KSGP if and only

if

(rJP), RGTj(tj)^ = (Rl(7y), R^t,)) * 0

using Frobenius reciprocity and [15, 6.24]. So sy has to be conjugate to ry in G by [15,

6.14], hence in Lj by 6.7, forcing R^ (sy) = RfyOj), i.e. V = KSJt as desired. So the

lemma is proved by induction over j.    D

Let p g Mx= \Jk=xMj r,. Then, by 6.9 and 5.5, Ep is an irreducible fiG-module in

Bs. Suppose that j = mA(s)(A) for some Aef. Then we conclude as in the proof

of 6.9 from 6.1, 6.2 and 5.5 that Ep = Ep. (p, p' g Mx) implies p = p'. So we get

immediately from [9, 8A] the following

6.10. Lemma. Assume that s has only one elementary divisor. Then {Ep\p G Mx) is

a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules in Bs.

For p g Mv let Pp < RSG be defined as in 5.7. Recall the definitions of the

subalgebra A- = A, of RG, and the irreducible RA ̂ -module Dp.

6.11. Lemma. Suppose that s has only one elementary divisor A e^^and let

1 <j <, k, p G Mjy. Then Pp/J{Pp) = Ep. In particular, Ep ■ e] = Dp as RAj-mod-

ules.
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Proof. Let E = Pp/J(Pp). Then, by 6.10 and 5.7, E = Ep, for some p' g Mx, say

p g My /. Now Ep, is a composition factor of RSG, so Lj <GLy by 6.1. On the

other hand, E , ■ e • = Dp ¥= (0) by 5.8, hence L;- < c L; again by 6.1. Therefore y = j'

by 6.2. By 4.6 Dp, is a composition factor of Ep, ■ ey = (Pp/J(Pp)) ■ e,, so £>p = Dp, by

5.8. Therefore p = p' as desired.    D

Let s again be an arbitrary semisimple /-'-element of G satisfying 5.1. Let

p G M j r>, X g My,l <j,j' < k, and denote the multiplicity of Ep as a composition

factor of R(zxSG) by dXp, the (\My\ X |Aîf y|)-matrix (dXp) by Dyj and the decom-

position matrix of R Wj by DJ.

6.12. Theorem. Lei s be a semisimple r '-element of G such that r divides qdeg A — 1

for all A G ¿Fwith mA(s) ^ 0. Then the following holds:

(i) {Ep\p G Mx} is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules inBs.

(ii) Lei 1 <j,j'<k, p g M,,.,, X g Af,-. 77¡e/? dXp ¥= 0 implies that dr < dy. /«

particular, if j <j', then Dyj = 0.

(Hi) Dü = D'forj^ {!,...,k).

Proof. Assume first that s = mA(s)(A) for some Aef. Then (i) is 6.10 and (ii)

follows immediately from 6.1 and 6.2(i). So let y = j', and let R(zxSG) = C, > C2 >

• - ■ > Cm> (0) be composition series of R(zxSG), C¡/Ci+X = E¡ for 1 < i < m

setting Cm+X = (0). Then, by 6.10, E, = Ep for some p, G Mx. Obviously

C, ■ eJCiJrXe, = (C,/Cj+i) ■ e, = Ej ■ ey. Let /' g (1,... ,m) and assume that E,c¡ ¥=

(0). Then 6.1 implies immediately that p, G M,y, hence C,e7/C, + 1ey = £,ey = Dp is

simple by 6.11. This shows that Cxej > C2ej > ■ ■ ■ > Cmej > (0) is a composition

series of R(zxSG)e/. The standard basis theorem for Specht modules [14, 8.5] implies

immediately that R(zxSG)et = zx(RSGej) < RSfej is a reduction mod r of the

irreducible Af4y-module zx(KSGe¡). Counting multiplicities and applying 3.7, (iii)

follows.

Now let s = Y[mA(s)( A) G G again be arbitrary. Define the Levi subgroup Lof G

setting L = riGL m (J).deg A(<?), the parabolic subgroup P of G to be LU0, and let Ü

be the unipotent radical of P. Then L contains CG(s) and all Ly (1 < j < k), thus M,

with respect to L and M, with resepect to G coincide. Let b be the block of RL with

semisimple part s lifted to P. Note that we may extend all results developed so far to

parabolic subgroups of general linear groups, as long as we restrict ourselves to

blocks containing the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup in the kernel. In

particular, we may apply it to h. Note as well that the theorem holds for b by the

construction of L and P, and by the above. So, for j, j' g {!,...,k), p g My,

X g My, we denote by §,, Ep, Pp, Dyj the corresponding objects taken with respect to

P.

Let 1 < i < k. Then RSG = Egfi5,,/> ® g as fi-space (R G [R, R, K}), where g

runs through a set of coset representatives of P in G. Note that fi[IF,](S, ® 1) < RSf,

and that fi[IF,] = End Rp(RS,p). So, if V is an arbitrary fiP-submodule of RSf =

(RS, 9 l)fiP, then VRG = VG canonically. Consider

Pp = QpRP = Qp(RSJpeJ)RP = QpRSf,
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where Qp and Qp are defined as in 5.7. Then PG = (QpRSf)G = QP(RSG) = Pp and

similarly J(Pp)G = J(Pp). Thus PG/J(Pp)G = Pp/J(Pp). By 6.11, Pp/J(Pp) = Ëp,

and obviously PG/J(Pp)G = ËG. Now Pp/J(Pp) = ÉG is simple by 5.7. Since all

composition factors of RSP are of the form Ë for some ju g Mx, V >-> VG defines an

isomorphism from the submodule lattice of RSP onto the submodule lattice of RSG.

So all composition factors of RSG are of the form ÉG. From [9, 8A] we conclude that

{ ËG\p G Mx} is a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible fiG-modules in Bs. So,

for an arbitrary fiP-module V0 in h, V -> Ve defines an isomorphism from the

submodule lattice of V0 onto the submodule lattice of VG G Bs.

In particular, Ep = ËG for some p, g Mx, say p, g M,.y, 1 < i < k. Thus ËG is a

composition factor of RSG, hence ¿^ of RSjP by the above, forcing d; ■< d„ since the

theorem holds for b. On the other hand L and Li must be conjugate in G by 6.1.

From the definition of the partial order < we get immediately i = j. As in the proof

of 6.11 we conclude p = p., i.e. EG = Ep. Now

*xS? = (*xSf)°   and   fi(zx5?) = r{zxSp)G .

Thus the multiplicity of Ep in R(zxSp) equals the multiplicity of Ep in R(zxS9).

This proves the theorem.    D

We have also shown

6.13. Corollary. Let s and L be as above, and b be the block of L with semisimple

part s. Then the decomposition matrices of Bs and b coincide.

Proof. Since CG(s) is contained in L and 8(BS) may be chosen in CG(s), 8(BS) is

a defect group of b as well. Moreover the geometric conjugacy classes in Bs and b are

the same, because tg = t' (t = sy, t' = sy', y, y' G 8(BS)), for some g G G implies

g G CG(s) < L. So the sizes of the decomposition matrices are the same. If y g 8(Bs),

t = sy, X g M, and p g Mx, we conclude as in 6.12 that the multiplicity of Ëp in

R(zxSp) equals the multiplicity of Ep in R(zxSG) = (fi(zx5,''))G, where P and b are

defined as in 6.12. Thus the decomposition matrices of Bs and b coincide. However

the same is true with b instead of b.   □

Next let y be an arbitrary /--element of CG(s), t = sy. Arguing as in the proof of

6.9 with y instead y¡ (1 <j<k), we see that RS, is irreducible, in fact RSt = RS¿

withy = hts( y).

6.14. Lemma. / satisfies 2.4(i) and RS, = RSj, where j = hts(y).

Remark. It is not true in general that t satisfies 2.4(h) too, as the example in 6.8

shows. In fact, here EndKG(KSG) = K, whereas End RG(RSG) = R[WX], and Wx is

isomorphic to the symmetric group on two letters.

As an easy consequence we get

6.15. Theorem. Assume that r divides q — 1 = \Z(G)\ and let x be an irreducible

cuspidal character of G. Then x, restricted to the r'-elements of G, is an irreducible

Brauer character.
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Summarizing we get the following theorem.

6.16. Theorem. Let s g G be semisimple and assume that r divides qdeg A — 1 for all

elementary divisors of s. Then there exist 1 = yx, y2,... ,yk g 8(BS) and a bijection

between Ms and the disjoint union Uk=xMjy such that [Ep\p G Mjy, 1 < j < k) is a

full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules in Bs. Ordering {l,...,k} down-

wards, the decomposition matrix D of Bs has the form

D =

Dk

Dk'1      0

*

D1

where D' (1 < j < k) denotes the decomposition matrix of RW¡.

Furthermore, the irreducible characters and Brauer characters in Bs may be ordered

such that D has the (lower triangular) form

D =

II

*     *     *

Proof. For both presentations of D order the set of irreducible Brauer characters

by ordering {l,...,k} downwards and M,y lexicographically downwards. In the

first case take the set {x, ,\|1 </' < A:, A g Af.} ordered analogously first, then the

other irreducible characters in Bs. In the second case take {Xr.xl 1 ^j ^ k, X G M ¡y}

ordered in the same way first, then the remaining irreducible characters in Bs. Now

the theorem follows from 6.16 and [14].

6.17. Corollary. Let G = GL„(<7) for some natural number n and some prime

power q, and let r be an odd prime not dividing q — 1. Then the r-decomposition matrix

of G is lower unitriangular.
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